Abstract—The concept of network slicing enables operators to provision multiple virtual networks on top of a single (shared) physical infrastructure. Adding elasticity to slicing, i.e., the ability to on-demand provision/release dedicated network resources, improves resource utilization. However, efficiently allocating and scaling slice resources, while maintaining state consistency, is challenging. Especially with P4-programmable network devices that process packets at Tbps speeds, controller-driven scaling of network functions would be too time-consuming, and data-plane scaling is needed.

In this paper, we address this need, by developing a custom scaling protocol and framework that can consistently, with negligible delay, scale network slices and functions transparently to the slice end-users. We compare, via emulation and experiments on programmable hardware, our approach to state-of-the-art scaling techniques and demonstrate significant slice resource utilization improvements and scaling duration reductions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since their introduction, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) have enhanced network flexibility, reconfigurability, and agility [7], [15]. Moreover, when combined, they support offering Quality-of-Service (QoS) through the concept of network slicing [5], [18].

Network slicing assumes that virtual networks, each tailored to different service needs, are created on top of a shared physical infrastructure. Each of these virtual networks consists of virtual nodes and virtual links. As can be seen in Fig. 1, every virtual link represents a path with reserved network resources (e.g., bandwidth) in the physical network. Moreover, those links connect virtual nodes, representing Network Functions (NFs), that provide a specific network functionality. Stateful NFs, such as firewalls or heavy-hitter detection, require knowledge of the previously processed packets to function correctly, while stateless NFs, such as routing, do not [27].

As traffic volumes are unpredictable and generally change over time, a static slicing solution either over-provisions resources or does not guarantee a certain QoS [20]. A slicing solution that supports elasticity, i.e., the ability to automatically scale the assigned network resources to match the current traffic volumes, would solve this problem. We discern two ways of scaling: (1) vertical scaling, in which slice resources are scaled up/down at the NF(s) and reserved bandwidth increased/decreased on the virtual link(s) (Fig. 1a), and (2) horizontal scaling, in which a new NF is deployed/removed and a portion of the traffic redirected by creating/removing virtual links connected to the slice, to reduce the load on the existing NF (Fig. 1b). This way, service providers only pay for the resources they use (pay-per-use model), end-users get their requested level of QoS level, and network providers can support multiple services simultaneously using fewer resources.

Scope & Motivation. In this paper, we consider elastic slicing (both vertically and horizontally) in the context of P4-programmable data-planes [3]. On the one hand, NFs primarily responsible for packet forwarding (e.g., firewalls, NAT, monitoring) might benefit from hardware acceleration by being offloaded to (P4) programmable switches. On the other hand, programmable hardware can process packets at Tbps speeds [11]. Hence, NF-state may change very frequently, making controller-driven scaling and traditional NFV frameworks (focused on migrating software-maintained states) too time-consuming. Moreover, even if controllers could keep up, migrating an NF, which potentially maintains hundreds of state variables per flow [13], would overload the controller, thereby prolonging the scaling time and leading to state inconsistencies. Yet, up-to-date state information is crucial for the correct functioning of many NFs.

Fortunately, programmable switches come with monitoring features that enable the data-plane to report the exact QoS the packets experienced while being processed [14], [26]. And, in contrast to centralized approaches, programmable switches allow us to offload time-sensitive actions from the central controller to the data-plane. When combined with the advanced monitoring features, we can quickly detect and react to changing traffic conditions [20].

Contributions & Outline. We present an elastic network-slicing framework for P4-programmable network devices that economizes on slice resource utilization, while maintaining state consistency and at low scaling time.

We split our framework into two components: (1) a central controller and (2) a data-plane component. With its global view of the network, the central controller is responsible for long-term network management, such as the (de)allocation of NFs and route calculation. The data-plane component is deployed directly on the switches and only has a local network view but fast reaction time and accurate traffic information. Therefore, it is responsible for reacting to time-sensitive operations, such as load monitoring (Sec. II-A), state transfer, and virtual link configuration (Sec. II-B).

In Sec. III, we evaluate our framework, both through emulation as well as via experiments on programmable hardware, by comparing it to traditional (controller-driven) approaches. Our experiments show that only by having an “intelligent” data-plane, on-time scaling can be achieved.
II. ELASTICITY FRAMEWORK

To support elasticity, we propose a hierarchical framework (Fig. 2a) consisting of:

1) A central controller (CC) that, with its global overview of the available network resources and existing traffic flows, determines the network’s long-term behavior. It is responsible for initializing new slices, finding the most appropriate locations to place NFs during scaling, and guiding the data-plane component.

2) The data-plane component (DPC) that, based on the central controller’s input and measured traffic conditions, performs all latency-sensitive tasks. It is responsible for load monitoring, state transfer, and flow rerouting.

To support the information exchange between different data-plane components running at different switches, we implemented a custom slice management (SM) protocol, shown in Fig. 2a. During each scaling process (horizontal or vertical), the DPCs exchange information and update the slice (e.g., reroute flows, transfer state, adjust bandwidth) using the SM header.

Fig. 2b illustrates the processes to react to overload. DPC processes are shown in green and involve all latency-sensitive tasks. For example, a DPC continuously monitors the slice and quickly detects traffic changes. In contrast to a controller-driven approach, it makes this decision on a per-packet basis, informing the CC only when scaling is needed, and does not depend on a monitoring interval or the control-plane’s speed. If detected, the CC (whose processes are shown in blue) first attempts the easier of the two: vertical scaling. If insufficient resources are available at that path, the CC tries to reroute a flow to a path that would have enough resources or, ultimately, scales-out. Since scaling-out is the most involved of these three situations, Fig. 2 explains the involved interactions in more detail. It is essential to notice that, while the CC indicates which flows to reroute (green-blue blocks in Fig. 2b), the process of rerouting and state-transfer is completely offloaded to the data-plane (Fig. 2). Therefore, route/state inconsistencies, due to one switch receiving a controller update (e.g., a new route) before others or after the state has changed, are avoided.

During under-load detection, the processes are similar (but reversed). As before, upon detection, DPCs inform the CC, which either scales vertically (scaling-down) or horizontally (scaling-in). However, in contrast to the previous example, during under-load, if enough resources are available on one path so that another one can be merged into it, the framework will initiate the scaling-in (horizontally) independently of the possibility to scale-down (vertically, see Sec. II-A).

How much bandwidth to assign? We decided to use an auto-tuned value \( \Delta Bw \), which represents the step in which we increase/decrease reserved bandwidth. If \( \Delta Bw \) is set low, the reserved bandwidth is increased/decreased in tiny steps. While this increases resource efficiency, it also leads to instability and frequent scaling processes for dynamic traffic. If \( \Delta Bw \) is high, resource efficiency reduces, and scaling will occur infrequently. Our solution initially assigns a low value to \( \Delta Bw \) to preserve the slice resources. After each scaling event, \( \Delta Bw \) is increased by a factor \( k \), and a timer is started. If another scaling event occurs within this timer, the same process is repeated. This process continues until an interval is encountered in which no scaling occurred, which causes \( \Delta Bw \) to be reset to its initial value. This way, we start scaling conservatively, only assigning small chunks of bandwidth to the slice. However, if we detect a high increase, we quickly build-up \( \Delta Bw \) to reduce the number of scaling events.

Since our framework relies on offloading latency-sensitive tasks to the DPC, we will explain two main tasks: (1) load monitoring and (2) virtual link configuration, state transfer, and flow rerouting (as well as all involved modules) in more detail.

A. Load monitoring

Since the scaling procedure is relatively time-consuming and requires many network updates, frequent scaling would lead to network instability and sub-optimal resource utilization. To infer the best times for horizontal scaling, for each P4 NF, we deployed two two-rate three-color meters: \textit{growth}
Fig. 2: Elastic slicing framework. CC (DPC) modules and tasks are shown in blue (green).

(a) Growth meter. If the traffic volumes increase and more and more packets are colored yellow or red, the growth rate increases, and, consequently, the growth counter increases until reaches the threshold . At this moment, scaling is initialized. In contrast, small fluctuations in the traffic volumes or large temporary peaks are filtered out.

(b) Merging meter. To merge into or , either of them needs to have enough resources to take over the traffic processed on (i.e., ). DPC maintenance calculates the minimum resources available on the virtual links connecting and to and . Finally, it sets the rate thresholds on to the maximum of these two: . Likewise, the thresholds on and are configured to and , respectively. As all the packets processed on are green, i.e., is processing less traffic than the amount of free resources available on , scaling-in is initiated and the thresholds recalculated to 0 and 2 for and , respectively.

Fig. 3: Load monitoring. The first number above the link represents the amount of reserved bandwidth, while the second number represents the total amount of bandwidth available on the link (i.e., not assigned to any other slices).
meter to detect that the slice is close to its full capacity, and decline meter, to detect that the slice is underutilized.

**Growth meter.** Scaling-out (and up) is initialized whenever the slice is no longer able to process all the traffic without any degradation. Consequently, the growth meter rate threshold needs to be configured low enough to allow the CC to deploy the new NF without any degradation to any of the flows currently processed in the slice. In this paper, we set them to $\Delta BW$ and $2\Delta BW$ less than the reserved bandwidth $BW_r$. Additionally, to avoid unnecessary NF allocations, too frequent scaling, and instabilities due to traffic fluctuations, the switches ensure that the traffic is increasing continuously.

To do so, we instructed the switches to track three additional metrics: the growth rate ($R_g$), growth counter ($C_g$), and decline counter ($C_d$). The growth rate tracks the number of yellow packets processed in the last $N_g$ packet interval (Fig. 3a). $C_g$ uses $R_g$ to track the overall trend of the slice utilization and is calculated as follows: if the number of yellow packets (the growth rate $R_g$) is increasing between two subsequent intervals of $N$ packets, or the number of red packets is greater than zero, the $C_g$ is increased by one. However, if $R_g$ is decreasing, $C_g$ is reset to 0. This way, if the slice utilization is continuously increasing (for at least $M$ intervals), scaling will occur after at most $N \cdot M$ packets since the first yellow/red packet (Fig. 3a). Moreover, to detect under-load, each switch tracks $C_d$, increasing it by one if all the packets in an $N$-interval are green. Otherwise, it resets it to 0. Consequently, if $C_d$ reaches $M$, meaning that for the last $N \cdot M$ packets, the slice had excess $2\Delta BW$ bandwidth, the switch will initiate the scaling-down process (by $\Delta BW$).

**Merging meter.** To be able to scale-in, an NF should process less traffic than the maximum available on the other NFs implementing the same functionality. As illustrated in Fig. 3b, the CC configures the rate thresholds by calculating the maximum traffic volume that any of the other NFs can take over. To avoid too frequent scaling and instabilities, the switches track an additional metric, the merging counter $C_m$. This metric tracks the number of all-green intervals (in the same way $C_d$ did), and, whenever it reaches $M$, scaling-in is initialized. Finally, the CC readjusts the thresholds (Fig. 3b).

**Processing at the CC.** To filter the requests belonging to the same event (e.g., scaling-up detected at multiple switches), we implemented a back-off mechanism that, every time a scaling request is received, checks if other requests were received in at least the last $N \cdot M \cdot MSS/BW_{reserved}$ seconds.

**B. Virtual link configuration, state transfer and flow rerouting.**

To avoid the state and route inconsistencies associated with a controller-driven approach, our framework reroutes the flows, transfers their state, and updates the resource allocations in the data-plane (while processing data-packets), as illustrated in Fig. 4. To fill in the Slice Management header, it relies on the central controller’s updates (in particular, the DPC maintenance module) indicating, among other things, what flow to divert to the new NF. For example, if the controller decided to reroute B (Fig. 4), it informs NF1 of this. NF1, after receiving the first packet of flow B forwards it to the original NF (NF2) to pick up its state (Fig. 4a). While the original packet is processed further along the path (thus avoiding unnecessary delay), a small copy is sent back to NF1, and, afterwards, NF2’. Each switch on the new virtual link updates its forwarding rules (e.g., output port stored in a register array) and resource allocation, as this packet passes through (Fig. 4b). Since it is not possible to update the bandwidth allocations in P4, we decided to generate a digest to a local digest listener, while processing this header. Consequently, this local listener issues the command to update the reservations.

When this packet reaches NF1, all subsequent packets (of flow B) are diverted to NF2, and the new virtual link is established. Finally, the same process is used to create the other virtual link (connecting NF2’ to the rest of the slice). Moreover, to account for packets that were already forwarded towards NF2 (before NF1’s rule was updated), we instruct NF2 to send small updates to NF2’, in the same way the first packet was sent, but with a different type (to prevent unnecessary forwarding rules and bandwidth allocation updates (Fig. 4d)).

**Scaling-in.** To avoid the dependency on the incoming packets, we decided to change the migration procedure during scaling-in by transporting one flow’s state per received packet destined for NF2’. Thus, in contrast to the example shown in Fig. 4, we use a sequential index to read all the active states of the states table and append it to the SM header. Two situations can occur. First, the data packet can belong to a flow whose state is still present at NF2. In this case, a small copy to transfer the state of the flow indicated by the sequential index is sent to NF2, while the original packet is forwarded further along the path (after updating its state). Second, the packet can belong to a flow whose state was already transferred to NF2. In this case, in addition to the state information of the flow indicated by the sequential index, we also forward the data-packet back to NF2. Upon reception, NF2 updates the state from the SM header as well as the state belonging to the data-packet. Further, while processing these transfer packets, switch NF1 adjusts its forwarding rule for the flow in the SM packet to point to NF2 (instead of NF2’). However, this rule is only put into effect after the state table was transferred (i.e., table_size packets were sent to NF2’).

**Difference with SwingState.** In our state migration, we leverage the idea from SwingState to transport the packets in the data-plane. However, in contrast to SwingState, we avoid the dependency on the incoming traffic patterns, which could lead to a very long scaling-in process and, consequently, overhead for infrequent flows. Moreover, we combine the state transfer with rerouting and significantly reduce the number of updates that need to be sent. To do so, we assume that during horizontal scaling, NFs implementing the same function execute the same P4 program (i.e., state tables have the same size), and that the same hash function is used for index calculation (assumption not needed for SwingState). In scenarios in which this assumption does not hold, the controller can
provide a table index mapping to the switch transferring the state, ensuring consistency.

C. Overhead and limitations

Collisions. Indices to P4 register arrays storing the state are calculated by hashing the packet’s header fields. Hence, the probability of hash collisions increases with the number of concurrent unique flows in a slice. When flows collide, P4 NFs merge their state. Hence, our framework, which relies on each NF’s state management, does not distinguish between colliding flows either and will treat them as the same flow.

Memory overhead. Per state array, DPC uses two bit arrays to store active flows and transferred flows. Moreover, it uses two registers containing source routes (towards the next and previous NF), and eleven counters for load monitoring (e.g., number of red/yellow/green packets in the current and previous intervals, $C_d$, $C_g$, $C_m$)

Latency and packet overhead. Every time the DPC appends the SM header, it increases the packet’s transmission delay. Moreover, our solution generates additional packets (e.g., state transfers, state updates). However, due to the small size of the SM header (a few bytes), this overhead is not significant and lower than other data-plane approaches (see Sec. III).

Packet reordering. Like other data-plane scaling approaches (e.g., SwingState) packet reordering can occur if packets are present at the outdated link during rerouting. While we make sure to reroute these packets, we cannot guarantee that all packets will arrive at their correct virtual node in correct order. Consequently, NFs that depend on exact packet order might have their state overwritten by an update packet. To maintain state consistency, a sequence number can be appended to each packet at the first NF, and the state only updated if the sequence number is higher than the last received one.

Hybrid scenario (only some P4-programmable switches). To use our approach, switches acting as NFs must be P4-programmable. For non-virtual nodes, traditional SDN switches can be used. The only difference would be that to adjust bandwidth reservations a packet would be sent to the CC resulting in a potential latency increase. Moreover, to avoid potential inconsistencies during rerouting, the controller would, while deploying a new NF, update the rules on SDN switches connecting this new NF to the rest of the slice.

Recirculations. During the scaling-in process, in some cases we need to read multiple indexes from the same state register array (i.e., a state belonging to the original flow and the state belonging to the flow indicated by the sequential index). For switches with a limited number of memory accesses per register array, we implement these actions using recirculations.

P4 NF deployment. All currently available programmable hardware requires a firmware reload when a new P4 program is deployed. Since this is never instantaneous, it can lead to some downtime, state loss, and service interruptions for all NFs deployed on the switch and all flows processed by it. Fortunately, various data-plane reconfiguration approaches facilitate uninterrupted reconfigurability of the data-plane [9], [23], [29], and should be used to enable dynamic NF placement. In this paper, for simplicity, the P4-program contains all the NFs, and we just update a register indicating if the NF is active or not.

III. Evaluation

Experiment setup. To evaluate our solution, we used two topologies, shown in Fig. 5. The first one (Fig. 5a), was emulated using Mininet with the P4 software-switch (behavioural model [1]), while the second one (Fig. 5b) used an Intel Tofino switch [11]. We observed similar results with both our implementations. A notable difference was a more unpredictable latency in Mininet, presumably due to emulation. Due to space constraints, we will focus mostly on the hardware measurements.

Traffic scenarios. We considered two traffic patterns: (1) baseline scenario (Fig. 6a), used to test the scaling processes;
and maximum jitter, (3) overhead caused by the state-transfer process (in bytes and packets), (4) percentage of encountered corrupt states during transfers (both temporary and at the end of the scaling process), and (5) duration of the scaling process.

A. Overall performance

Control-plane. In all our experiments, we observed that the control plane was limiting the factor in our framework. For example, the switch generates the digest notification (i.e., small notifications to the control-plane indicating the need for, for example, scaling and/or rerouting) much faster than control software can process them and adjust the parameters (e.g., meter rates, deciding which flow to reroute).

Tuning the monitoring module. Choosing a lower N or M decreases the detection time since fewer packets need to be processed by the NF to detect overload (Fig. 7a). However, we observed that a very low N (e.g., 64) increases the number of intervals needed for detection (e.g., for M = 5, our framework needed 15 intervals on average for N = 64 compared to 5 intervals on average for N = 256). Moreover, when combined with a very high M, the probability of resetting the counter Cg, and missing the scaling event, increases. Similarly, during scaling-in/scaling-down, low values of N and M decrease the detection time (Fig. 7a). However, at the same time, we observed that the probability of scaling-in/scaling-down too quickly (or immediately after the scaling-up/scaling-out process) decreases, leading to instability.

Further, we evaluated the influence of different ∆BW. A higher ∆BW decreases the number of generated scaling events, but due to the reduced granularity increases the excess bandwidth (i.e., BWres − BWreq, Fig. 7b). Additionally, since the threshold needed to trigger scaling-down is set at BWres − 2∆BW, the excess bandwidth per-link is usually under 2∆BW (Fig. 7b). The only difference to this rule occurs when, due to the adaptive nature in which we assign the bandwidth (e.g., if two subsequent scaling-up events are registered, we double the ∆BW), the bandwidth is scaled higher than BWreq + 2∆BW (Fig. 7b for bw = 19 and ∆BW = 10). However, if no new flow is generated, this increase is only temporary and is always followed by a scaling-down event. Furthermore, if the increased number of scaling events is combined with a very high M and/or N, by very steep bandwidth increases, the time needed to reach the needed bandwidth can be very long (and might never be reached during the duration of the scenario).

Hence, we chose N = 128 and M = 5 and ∆BW = 10 as the values that provided a good trade-off between fast and stable load detection for the remainder of this paper.

Scaling-down upon competition of all flows on a path. P4 programs are executed upon packet reception. Hence, if a switch does not receive packets, the load monitoring module will not detect the last scaling-down event. Consequently, at least 2∆BW resources will remain assigned. The only exception to this is a scaling-in event that releases all the resources assigned on a path. To avoid these situations, the central controller must detect these cases and, subsequently, release the assigned resources.
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State transfer. SwingState transfers the state in the data-plane, but relies on an external entity (in this case, the central controller) to reroute the traffic. Hence, until the controller reroutes the traffic, SwingState continues sending updates to the newly deployed NF. Consequently, as Fig 7d illustrates, the overhead of transferring one flow during scaling-in depends on the controller delay $t_c$ and the flow’s bandwidth (how many packets are sent before the controller can react). In contrast, our approach incorporates a data-plane rerouting procedure. Hence, it depends solely on how fast the network can transport the SM header to the previous NF, which will, upon reception, update its forwarding rule (i.e., stateful register storing the output port). Furthermore, during scaling-in, our approach depends on the width of the state array and the number of flows processed by the NF. For example, if we consider the scenario in Fig. 7e, for a table size of 64, our approach sends 64 packets towards the NF to pick up the states stored in each register. However, the two flows we were transferring in this example had hashes 41 and 56. Hence, the first 40 packets were processed as usual, and no updates were created (the bit array index indicated that flows with indexes lower than 40 were not active). Next, the state for the first flow (with the index 41) was transferred. Next, for each index between 41 and 56, packets belonging to the first flow triggered an update for the first flow and were sent back to be processed by the other NF. Finally, all packets between 56-64 triggered an update as well (since they can only belong to the flows that were already transferred). In contrast, SwingState does not have this dependency. However, it depends on the traffic pattern of the incoming packets. Hence, if an infrequent flow would need to be transferred during scaling-in, it would delay the whole process (and the controller would not be able to remove the NF).

B. Dataplane vs. controller-driver approach

Control-plane vs data-plane load monitoring. In our experiments, we observed that the controller-driven approach is unreliable. When we increased the monitoring interval (from 1 second to 3 or 5 seconds), but kept the number of successive intervals in which an increase in queuing/utilization should be observed constant (2 or 3), the TCP’s congestion control mechanisms at the end-hosts kicked-in, reducing the rate and, consequently, the observed queuing delay/utilization. Thus, the controller immediately detected a decrease and concluded that the congestion was merely a consequence of a short-term fluctuation and that scaling is not needed. In contrast, if we reduced the number of successive intervals to 1, we observed that the controller detected the need for scaling too early and, consequently, oscillated between a scale-in/down and scale-out/up phase. The data-plane solution, due to the possibility of using smaller monitoring intervals (number of packets $N$) and the possibility of aggregating the statistics on the switch, detected the overload faster, and, consequently, maintained a lower average and maximum delay for all the flows (Fig. 8).

Very low $t_d$. As mentioned above, our framework was limited by the latency between the switches and the central controller. Consequently, in scenarios with a lower $t_d$ our framework had less improvement than with higher $t_d$ (Fig 8). Moreover, when we set $t_d < t_c$, our framework could not scale in time.

Monitoring overhead and limitations. The CC must periodically query the switches’ registers. This overhead depends on the configured monitoring interval $t_{mon}$ and is equal to $n_{vnf} \cdot t_{mon}$. Moreover, during scaling procedures, the CC could not process all the tasks within the given monitoring interval,
resulting in delays. In contrast, by offloading monitoring to the data-plane, our solution only contacted the controller in case overload was detected. This resulted in a significant reduction of this overhead to a few digest notifications per switch for each scaling-event.

**State corruption.** During every reroute (scaling-in or scaling-out), the controller-driven approach could not transfer the state in time, causing all rerouted flows to have an incorrect count. Moreover, while deploying the state, the controller overwrote the present state in the switches, deleting all the state information and, hence, in contrast to data-plane approaches (our framework, SwingState), it could never recover. Consequently, all packets that followed had an incorrect count (≈50% of the packets, since 4, flows got rerouted to the second path in Fig. 8). In contrast, our approach and SwingState maintained state consistency, with our scheme being faster (due to the offload of the rerouting procedure to the data-plane).

### C. State transfer stress scenario

To test the scaling-in functionality, we configured the controller to reroute 8 of the 11 flows to the red path. After the first flow was completed, the controller initiated the scaling-in. We observed that $t_c$ (the delay between controller and switch) limited the speed of the controller-driven approach (Fig. 9). Moreover, as previously, during each rerouting, the state was corrupted. In contrast, SwingState and our framework avoided inconsistencies, recovering from them using update packets. Moreover, low-speed flows determined the duration of this process for SwingState (Fig. 9). In our experiments, we noticed that iperf3 (which we used to generate traffic) sent bursty traffic, especially at low speeds, and would remain idle the rest of the time. Consequently, packets originating from flows with the lowest bandwidth occurred even less frequently than initially expected, and only after the last flow (with the lowest bandwidth) terminated SwingState was able to complete the scaling-in. Furthermore, since our framework was transferring only eight flows but directed 64 packets (table width size) to the NF, many packets needed to be sent back as an update (since their state was already transferred), increasing the overhead in bytes.

### IV. RELATED WORK

Over the years, several network-slicing frameworks have been proposed. However, most of them focus on providing isolation between different slices and do not provide QoS guarantees inside a slice, cannot handle the problems associated with P4 NFs, and/or do not adapt to the time-varying requirements that slices may have. The slicing framework presented in [20] does dynamically scale the resources assigned to a flow. However, it relies on the network edge to detect when scaling needs to occur and only supports vertical scaling.

**NFV frameworks.** Depending on how the state is organized, stored, and accessed, the different NFV scaling solutions can be divided into local (e.g. [4], [6], [19], [21], [24]), remote (e.g. [12]), and distributed approaches (e.g. [8], [22], [28]). Remote approaches store all the state remotely at some centralized storage and can thus not be used with P4 NFs, since they would impose significant performance penalties per processed packet (to retrieve the state). Local approaches never migrate the state and can, therefore, not deal with scenarios in which an increase of the flow’s volume causes NF overload. Additionally, they must wait for all flows present on an NF to finish before shutting it down, resulting in inefficient resource utilization. Furthermore, most NFV frameworks were not designed with P4 NFs in mind. The ones that were, such as P4NFV [10], use a controller-driven approach and will, consequently, suffer from all aforementioned issues associated with that approach.

**Data-plane state migration.** SwingState [17] depends on the arrival pattern of the incoming packets and can therefore have a long transfer time. LODGE [25] targets distributed network applications by creating a shared network state. SNAP [2] and U-HAUL [16] move only the state of long-lived flows. Thus, these approaches are not well suited for this paper’s objective.

### V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented an elastic network-slicing framework for P4-programmable network devices. The framework has a hierarchical design, focusing on both the control and data-planes. With its global overview of the network, the control-plane guides the data-plane behavior, but offloads all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slicing approach</th>
<th>Max. delay [ms]</th>
<th>Avg. delay [ms]</th>
<th>Reserved resources [Gb]</th>
<th>Min throughput [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_d = 1$</td>
<td>$t_d = 5$</td>
<td>$t_d = 10$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>171.0</td>
<td>127.2</td>
<td>58.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwingState + Polling</td>
<td>185.5</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td>186.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller-Driven + Polling</td>
<td>226.3</td>
<td>189.7</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Slicing</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td>186.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Baseline scenario. Observed QoS at the end-hosts and resource utilization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slicing approach</th>
<th>Corrupt [%]</th>
<th>Overhead [kB]</th>
<th>Overhead [#pkts]</th>
<th>Max. Duration [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t_d = 1$</td>
<td>$t_d = 5$</td>
<td>$t_d = 10$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwingState + Polling</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller-Driven + Polling</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) State transfer accuracy.

Fig. 8: Baseline scenario (4-node topology, TCP, $t_m = 30$, $n_f = 8$, $bw = 20\text{Mbps}$, $bw_{link} = 100\text{Mbps}$, $t_c = 0.1$, $w = 64$.)
time-sensitive tasks, such as overload (under-load) detection, rerouting, and state transfer to the fast data-plane. Consequently, at time-sensitive moments, the data-plane component can perform tasks autonomously and with limited input. Finally, this paper has demonstrated that offloading time-sensitive tasks to the data-plane can increase slice resource efficiency, while minimizing scaling time and maintaining state consistency, especially when compared to state-of-the-art controller-driven approaches.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slicing approach</th>
<th>Overhead [%]</th>
<th>Overhead [#pkts]</th>
<th>Max. duration [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>tₐ = 1</td>
<td>tₐ = 5</td>
<td>tₐ = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SwingState</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polling</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>6.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9: State transfer scenario for the 4-node topology. Overhead during scaling-in. \( t_{rm} = 120 \), \( n_y = 11 \), \( bw = 1 \text{kbps} \), \( k = 4 \), \( bw_{\text{link}} = 1.32 \text{Gbps} \), \( t_c = 0 \), \( w = 64 \).